
SKLZ CHALLENGES TIM TEBOW TO TRAIN WITH SKLZ
PRODUCTS
SKLZ WANTS TEBOW TO SUCCEED AND CHALLENGES THE PATRIOTS STAR TO TRAIN USING ITS FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT LINE

CARLSBAD, CA – June 22, 2013 - SKLZ, the industry leader in athletic performance and sports skill development products, would like to help
Tim Tebow achieve his goal of playing in the NFL by offering him their entire line of SKLZ football training aids. With the recent signing of
Tebow to the Patriots and the uncertainty surrounding how the team will use him, SKLZ believes Tebow can play any position on the field if he
properly trains and prepares, which is why SKLZ is offering Tebow all the tools he needs to help him in his transition to any position on the
field.

“SKLZ is committed to elevating the athlete in everyone, including Tim Tebow,” said SKLZ VP of Business Development, James Choe. “We
know that Tim is an incredible athlete, and as a fan of his, we want him to succeed, and we know that if he uses our QB Trainer net, Great
Catch, or 4-in-1 Kicking Tee along with our other training products that he will develop the basic football skills necessary to become an NFL
quarterback, receiver or kicker. Maybe he will be the next great Patriots tight end, the sky is the limit.”

After using SKLZ training aids if Tebow is not on a professional roster on opening day, SKLZ will hire him for a position in Business
Development at it’s Carlsbad headquarters.

SKLZ training products are available at all major sports retailers and online at sklz.com and products range in price from $6.99 - $225.
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SKLZ is committed to elevating the athlete in each of us by guiding and serving athletes on their journeys to be their personal best. As the
flagship brand of Pro Performance Sports, SKLZ develops innovative athletic performance and skill development training products, technology
and knowledge for serious athletes of all ages, skill levels and sports. Based in San Diego, California, SKLZ delivers durable, high-
performance trainers that can be found around the world at major sporting goods retailers, specialty shops, and mass merchants, as well as
on the SKLZ web site www.sklz.com. 


